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MEXICAN AGRICULTURE: DISTRIBUTION AND EFFICIENCY 

EFFECTS OF ELIMINATING PRICE DISTORTIONS 

Jose Romero" 
(HI Co!egio de Mexico) 

Abstract 

This paper analyzes the impact that eliminating of all trade barriers on agriculture would 

have on efficiency and growth. To carry out this analysis I use a combination of a dynamic 

general equilibrium model for the Mexican economy, and a static agricultural model. The 

first model has twelve sectors, and the second one expands the agricultural sector into 3.1 

activities. I find that the elimination of trade distortions increases agricultural GOP at world 

prices by 4 .5%. However, this gain is not distributed evenly among factors of production. 

Rents for land decrease, and the richest landowners are hun the most , indicating that they 

are the main beneficiaries of current distortions. Real wages in agriculture also fall, and this 

calls for complementary policies to alleviate povel1y. Examples of such include public works 

in rural areas and expansion of educational opportunities among rural workers . 

I, INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the impact that trade liberalization on 

agriculture would have on the efficiency of the agricultural sector, and on income 

·The author is grateful to Malluel Gallas and Johanna Koolcmans for reading this version. and two 
anonymous referees for helpful COllllllents on an earlier draft . 



distribution within the sector. The study uses a combination of a dynamic and a static 

computable general equilibrium model (CGE). 

Several applied general equilibrium models have recently been developed to quantify 

the impact of free trade on Mexican agriculture . These models emerged during negotiations 

between the three North-American countries that resulted in the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA)I . 

Of the three models, only that of Levy and van Wijnbergen is dynamic, but the way 

m which they incorporate the dynamic aspect is restrictive for two reasons . First, they 

assume there is no capital in the rural sector and that the only investment in agriculture is 

that of government irrigation projects. Second, in their model the growth of capital stock is 

exogenous and only takes place in the manufacturing and service sectors . As a result . the 

authors assume that : I) urban capitalists are the only ones who save and invest ; 2) private 

investment is determined by the exogenous growth in capital stock in the industrial and 

service sectors and; 3) private savings are a constant propol1ion of the available savings of 

urban capitalists (a critique of the Levy and van Wijnbergen model can be found in Brown. 

1992) 

In this paper I simulate the elimination of all price distortions in the economy and assess 

their impact on agriculture2 

I Levy & van Wijnbcrgen. 1992: Robinson. cLi'll .. 1991: YllIlcz-Naudc. I \)t)2 . 

2 The Mc:xican Government has already substituted price regulation in basic and oleaginous crops with a 
less disloning policy of direct transfer payments to producers according to area cultivated (PROCAMPO). 



My modeling technique is different from that of Levy & van Wijnbergen since it includes 

rural capital and endogenously introduces the dynamics of capital formation. Furthermore, 

my model does not rely on calculated parameters based on "model calibration" (a technique 

based on information of only one year) . Additionally, data about land used and rent 

payments was obtained from a cost survey by BANRURAL, FIRA and SARH ( 1992) . 

My analysis is based on two interrelated general equilibrium models . The economy wide 

model calculates the effects of trade liberalization on variables such as sectoral employment 

and capital stock for each time period . The agricultural model ca lcul ates the optimal 

agricultural production mix for each time period, using the optimal allocation of labor and 

capital in agriculture obtained trom the economy-wide model. 

In the economy-wide model , I use a multi-period, general equilibrium model of the Mexican 

economy developed to estimate the effects of NAFT A. This model assumes a small open 

economy that takes as given the world interest rates and world prices for each traded 

industry (except for the construction industry) . The domestic interest rate is equal to the 

world rate plus a "risk-premium." For each traded good the domestic price is equal to the 

world price plus a ad valorem tariff. In line with the classification in the Sistema de Cuentas 

Nacionales de Mexico, the model considers three capi tal goods industries (machines, 

This policy lllay inOucnce production. I will not however model this policy c:xpliciLly since Ill)' main 
concern is to study the imp .. lcl or trade liberalization 011 agriculture. In lhe pHpcr the reader can interpret 
this as meaning either PROCAMPO is production neutral. or simply that this program is not considered. 



construction and vehicles) and nine consumption/intermediate goods activities ( see Table 

1)0 

. Sector 

TABLE 1 
SECTORS OF THE MODEL 

1) Agriculture (ACiR): agriculillre, livestock , forestry,lllllliing ::lIld lishing 
2) Mining (MIN): carbon, iroll-minemI, non-iron minerals, quarryslone <lIlO other 1l001-lilCIUllil.: milll.!rais 
3 Petroleum (PET): gus and oil l;!:xtractioll, manufacturing clilU basic pclro.:hclllicl.lls 
4 Edibles (EDI): processed lbods und Ixvernfl,t!s, tobacco 
5 Textilt::s (TEX): h:xtilcs. apparel, lenlilcr products 
~} Chemicals (CI-lE): h<lsic chemicals, IcrtiJizl.!rs. resins, phnnnaccutic..1Is, cie<llling products ~l lld other chemicals 
7) Metnls (MET): iron. steel, nOIl-ferrolls metals and metal products 
8) Machinery (MAC): electrical and lloJ1-elcclricalmD.chinerv 
9) Vehicles (VEH): motorized vehicles, pnrls ,md other tmnsport equipment 

10) Constnlction (CON): cOllstructiull 

II) Services (SE1~): ek."'\;tricitv, trade , transport , \:oml1luJlicutiolls. iinall\:ial :.nul olher servit:es 

12) Olhl!rs (OTH): wood proJuds, paper, ruhhl.!r , Iloll-mclall il.: mineral products anti uther lIIdustnes 
.- - 0 o· Clnsslllc:lllOrl: INH II. Sls\~m'l d~ <. UI!I1\as :\'I~·I\ll1aks Ik "'I~xlr,;\l . 

In order to estimate the impact of trade liberalization on agriculture, I run the agricultural 

model one time for each period considered in the first model, i.e. , given the optimal capital 

stock and employment in agriculture in period t, I calculated the optimal factor employment 

among agricultural activities for given world prices and taritfs of the 31 agricultural activities 

(see Table 9). 

11. THE DUAL APPROACH TO POLICY MODELING 

One major characteristic of the two models is the consistent use of duality . The monograph 

of Dixit and Norman (1980) established the dual approach as the standard method of 

presenting theoretical issues in international economics because of t he clarity and economy 

that results when the first-order conditions for consumer and producer choice are 

impounded in the dual functions specifYing their behavior. Duality also facilitates clarity and 

economy in the empirical modeling of international issues. The dual approach to estimating a 

sector's production function and determining its factor demands via the cost function is well 



known (see KPMG Peat Marwick (1992)). I take this approach one step fUl1her by stating 

all the equilibrium conditions of the model in terms of the estimated cost functions Since 

these. cost functions incorporate the optimal intra-period input choices of firms, this obviates 

the first-order conditions for these choices. In calculating the steady-state growth path of the 

economy, I also bypass the first-order conditions for output and investment by exploiting the 

inter-temporal relationship between the price of capital and the stream of future rents from 

capital. 

These techniques imply that that the applied general equilibrium models does not 

require explicit computation of any first-order conditions. This sharply reduces the number 

of equations, yielding a compact, yet transparent , model which is readily computab le . 

Ill. THE ECONOMY-WIDE MODEL 

The economy wide model that I use to obtain the optimal capital stock and 

employment in agriculture was developed by Leslie Young and Jose Romero (1994) in an 

effort to evaluate the impact ofNAFTA on the Mexican economy. 

This model has several features that make it particularly suitable for an analysis of the 

impact of trade liberalization on the Mexican Economy. Its construction requires the 

econometric estimation of twenty four separate cost functions (one unit cost function for 

the output and one unit cost function for physical capital in each industry) . 

An important feature of this model is that the dynamics of the response of the Mexican 

Economy to changes in relative prices is based on intertemporal optimization by firms. This 



IS especially important for simulations of trade liberalization, since expected future 

alterations in trade policies will have consequences for decisions in the present . 

All models with a finite horizon T encounter the problem of modeling investment in capital 

goods which would not be fully depreciated until after year T. The approach generally 

chosen is to assume that at time T capital stock and investment rates are at the levels 

corresponding to a steady-state growth path, where goods prices are steady bUI every 

sector's output, labor force and capital stock expand at a fi xed rate g (rate of population 

growth), so that factor retUrIlS and capital goods prices are steady also . 

Young and Romero first calculate a steady state model in which they obtain the optimal 

capital stock (given the level of world prices, tariffs, rate of population growth and other 

exogenous variables) . Once the optimal capital stock is obtained they use it to build a 

transition model in which, starting ti'om the actual values of the capital stock and 

employment, they reach the steady state values; investing in each period the optimal 

amount according with each period exogenous variables . 

In each period the appropriate mix of capital goods acquired to produce the aggregate 

capital is that which minimiz.es the cost of production gi ven the prices of the three capital 

goods during that period . In a similar fashion , the appropriate mix of intermediate goods 

used to produce the materials is that which minimizes the cost of production given the nine 

intermediate goods prices . 

In their model, production takes place in two stages. In stage I, the representative finn in 

each sector produces two aggregates: (a) capital, using machines, buildings and vehicles; (b) 

materials, using various intermediate goods . 



In stage II, the firm produces a single "product" using labor, capital and intermediate goods. 

The product of each industry has different uses; it can be used as an intermediate good in the 

same or another industry, it can be used to satisty final demand, and some can be combined 

in various proportions to produce specific capital goods . 

All producers seek to maximize profits. The variables of choice in each p'eriod are labor, 

intermediate goods and the level of investment . Labor and intermediate goods are selected 

to minimize costs, while the level of investment is selected such that producers reach their 

optimal capital intensity in the long run (long rlln profit maximization) The time required to 

reach this optimal intensity depends on how much it costs to adjust the economy so that it 

can produce the non traded capital goods (construction) needed for optimum investment in 

each period . 

The Young and Romero model assumes full employment and an exogenous annual rate of 

total population growth of 2%. The amount of total employment in 1990 was 22.4 million 

workers . At an annual rate of growth of the labor force of 2%, that figure is expected to 

reach 32.9 million by 2008. 

The authors find that , at the current real interest rates of 15%, the long run effect of trade 

liberalization is a 3.4% increase in Mexican gross domestic product at world prices. The 

gains are significantly greate,r if trade liberalization results in a reduction of real interest 

rates. 

These estimates of the benefits from trade liberalization are higher than estimates from 

existing static models. The reason could be that. since existing nominal rates of protection in 

Mexico are quite low (see Table 2), removing these distortions leads to only minor gains in 

a model where both consumption and production losses from tariffs are essentially 



proportional to nominal rates of protection. In the Young Romero model, the consumption 

losses from tariffs are likewise' quite small (on the order of 0.25% of GDP). However, the 

richer structure of inter-sectoral flows in their model captures more of the distortionary 

impact of the existing tariff structure on the value added in various sectors. They therefore 

obtain higher estimates of the production losses arising from inter-sectoral discrepancies in 

effective rates of protection (Corden (1966, 1975)). The high real interest rates prevailing in 

Mexico imply that tariff's on capital goods lead to particularly severe inter-sectoral 

discrepancies in effective rates of protection. Their model also caplllres additional gains 

from trade liberalization, improved eftlciency in input use within sectors and in the inter 

temporal allocation of resources within and across sectors. 

TABLE 2 
AVERAGE AD VALOREM TARIFFS 

Although this model assumes full employment, it imposes restrictions on labor mobility to 

replicate the recent history of Mexico ( see Table 3). The experiments assume that each 

industry's share of the labor force can deviate from its current share by a maximum of 20% 

either way. 

TABLE 3 
INDUSTRY'S SHARE OF THE LABOR FORCE 

YF.AR AWl 1\1I:"l IJET 10>1 n:x CIIE MET MAC vIm CON sEll onl Tohtl 

1970 34.4'h. 1.2'!'o O.6~u J.:'i% 2.7"'u 1.1% I A'}" 1. J "'u (} 6" .. 6 .. 1"" 44.2~'" .1 . 1" .... IOO"'!) 

1975 30.3% 1.2% O.5u'iJ ] .' I~-II 2.'I!'o LI"o I.J"·o I.J~" 0.7"'" 7 .5" .. 47.5"'0 2J~o .. ~ 100""0 

1980 25 .9% 1.3~o 0.6"'11 1.1% 2.4";0 1.1°/0 1.3% 1.:\% 0.7°10 S,9 11,u 50.5% 2.9Cl,o 100% 

1985 27.6% 1.2\1;11 0.5% 3.011/ 0 1.9\1/0 \.0% 1.0%, 0.9%, o.t;co.g 1< .9"'0 50. Rill.., 2.511'0 100°0 

1990 26.8% 1.2% 0.5% 3.Il~o u<% 1.1% O.9~ ... 0.911·u OJ~u -o 9.7"-" 50.S% 2.5°'0 100°" . Source: INEGI. S\sh.:mu do: Cu,:olas Nnclulmks do: M,:xlco .· 

Earlier models assumed perfect labor mobility, yet estimated much smaller gains from trade 

liberalization. In general, they found that the gains from trade liberalization are greater, the 



greater the deviations allowed in the structure of employment. Thus, the benefits from trade 

liberalization to Mexico would be substantially enhanced by government policies which 

facilitate labor mobility, such as an expansion of educational opportunities. 

The model is used to predicts the effects of trade liberalization, on variables such as : 

production, employment, capital stock, wages, rentals, etc ., for each of the twelve sectors. 

In Table 4 we present the results of the economy wide model under two scenanos. 

Scenario, "A", consist s ofa simulation of how the Mexican economy would evolve until the 

year 2008 (the beginning of the steady state: long run equilibrium) if the current scheme of 

price distortions continue; and scenario "8" , how the same economy wo uld evolve if price 

distortions were eliminated. 

TABLE 4 
RESULTS UNDER BOTH SCENARIOS 

(2008 Values) 
CUI' CU!' CIIAN(;to: t:MI't.o\""t:NT 

(Al (B) (U.A)/,\ (Al 

AGR 39.70 4UO 4,5J'Yo 7.037AO 
MIN 6.70 6.90 2.990/u 3IX.SO 
PET 23.<10 20AO 11,311% 196.20 
ED! 39. 10 3X. IO -2.56 tVu 1.185.40 
TEX 9.10 9.00 - 1.10% 479 .3 0 
CHE 16.00 IG ,90 5.62%j 429,511 
MET 11.50 I .. GU 11.87% 355AO 
MAC 11.60 11.50 -O.86"Yu 365 ,1111 
VEH 8.9U 10.8U 21.35% 3 I (dll 
CON 44,611 39.30 II .HH'Yo 2.6 15 ,711 
SER 462 . 10 489,80 5.99 % I X.540,211 
OTH 2<),90 311 ,60 2.34 ulIl 1.021 .211 

Total 702,211 72(,.40 3.45% 32.8611 . 111 
A. Wllhottl ~lllllln:tlU1g dlslol1lUlls. 
B: dilliin:llin~ disluI1 iuIls ;llld giving suppm1 h\ produc.:rs. 
GDI': Urns....; I )ulll.:slk' I'mdul'l in billiulls or 19HO P':Stls. 
Elllploym~l1l: in 11l\\us;Ulll» \)rr~\\pl~. 

Cnpital: capita l ]lrop~I'Y ill hIUl\lr.:ds \lf hilli \\llS \11' 1980 IlL'SUS. 

.:""'1 .. 0 '-,"1.-1'" 

(II) 

7.U37AO 
31 x . .\o 
I XO.811 

1.185.40 
479.311 
429 ,511 
355AO 
3(,.\.1111 
3011. 'iO 

2.716.(,(J 
18,4511. 111 

1.112 1.211 

32.X(,II. IO 

etIAN(;": CAI'ITA). 

(Il·A)lA ( ,\) 

(U)'!Iu 42 .3 0 
U. II 'Yo I 1.211 

-7.H'Vu 2115.511 
11.11% 35 .20 
(I.I)u/u 4.411 
11.11% 44.511 
11.11% 23.UII 
U.Uo/u 12.110 

_4 ,9'% 12.211 
4.6'Yo (), 50 

-H.5%, 257. 911 
(l .t)'Yo 2 'J. 711 

U.W'l'il (,X.j ,411 

CA PITAl . ('liANG": 

(II) (Ii-I\)JJ\ 

43.30 2 .... t Yu 
I 1.60 J.6(Yt. 

1711.70 1(,.9'% 
33.611 -4.50/0 

4.30 -2.3% 
46 ,20 3.8'Y(1 

23.00 11,11% 
11.70 -2.S'Yo 
I (dO 34,4% 
5,XII 111,8% 

278AII 7.91.Vo 
30AII 2.4 'Yt) 

67SAU _1.3 1:.-11 



The economy wide model considers t~e year 2008 as the beginning of the long run 

equilibriuin . ~ By then, tolai employme~:t in the etoilomy will be 33 million people, an 

increase of 50% with respect to 1992. Nevertheless, under 'both scenarios employment in 
, . 

agriculture will only increase 17%, and the absolute fi.gure will be the same under both 

scenarios. The wage differentials between agriculture and the rest of the economy are so 

large (see Table 5) that people will try to leave agriculture under any scenario, indicating 

that trade policy has no effect on retaining workers or in accelerating migration from 

agriculture. Under both scenarios, the model-imposed limit 01'20% reduction in agriculture 's 

share of total employment is reached] 

The assumption of imperfect labor mobility of agricultural workers is due to limited 

education opportunities in this sector, and by the limited absorption capacity of the rest of 

the economy. Labor supply in the agricu ltural sector is thus essentially determined by the 

number of people living in the countryside who can't find a job elsewhere. 

TABLE 5 
AVERAGE WAGE 

AVl!rngl! W:lg~ : ill milliull." or 199u p~·.'illS . 

Table 6 shows the results for aggregated and agricultural GDP under both scenarios. This 

results are for the .transition between the cllrrent situation and long-term equilibrium. 

3 This figure is similar 10 Ihe observed reduclion bel ween I ~7(J and I ~~(J (sec Table :l) . 



TABLE 6 
.. ," ' r , 

AGRICULTURAL ANI>']'(HAL GOP DURING THE TRANSIT10N 
., , , 'Billions of 1980 pesos) 

YEAR GOP GOP CHANGE GDP-AGR GDP-AGR CHANGE 

J.M (II) (B-A)/A (A) ill) (D-A)IA 
1990 491.3 .J91.3 0.0%, 3l.2 3l.2 II .OlXI 

1995 542.5 547.7 0.9% 34.9 35.3 1.2% 
2000 599.1 610.5 1.9% 36.7 ]7,6 2.5% 
2005 661.6 680.6 2.9% 38.5 4ll.0 3.8(:10 
2006 674.9 695.5 3.1% 38.9 40.5 4.0% 
2007 688.4 710.8 3.3% 39.3 41.0 4.3% 
2008 7U2.2 726.4 3.4% 39.7 4l.5 .t. .5'% 

IV. THE AGRICULTURAL MODEL 

For the construction of the agricultural model we divide agriculture in twelve sectors. These 

sectors and their tariff (price distortion) appear in Table 7. 

Divisions: 

TABLE 7 
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

(1992 values) 
SHARE OF 

AGRICULTURAL GOP 
I)Com 
2) Sorghum 
3) Wheut 
41Dry Homls 
5) SOybl.!lII1S 

6) Rice 
7) Salrron 
9) BSC: onion. SI.!s:.Ull(.! anul.:ul[oll 
8) SUO : su~ur 1,;,lIh! , t.:ot1i..:c , lob:u.:l.:u, 1,;<11,';,10 WIU 

lQ}CAT: I.:tllth: , livl.!stm;k 
11) FOR: tCm:strv, tishillil 
12) OTII : other unricultural w .. :livilii.!:i .. . .. . rantl. Dlncl~nco.! 1~1\\\.'\.'11 dl)lll\.'sll~ :uld liS 1I1I 000 \.'s . 

Sourc~ : SARli 

1.1.8%, 
4,()% 

.1.1%, 
2.7%, 
1.4%, 
O.wx. 
O.2%! 

1.7'!!', 
hl.!llCqllCll 4 ,21)1" 

.n .5'% 
X,7% 

21 ,1)%, 

TARIFF" 
(DISTORTION) 

65.fl% 
f) ,Il% 

11.()% 
RI) .O%, 

J 4 .! PYo, 
R.O'Y ... 

)O .O'X, 
2(1.1)%, 

6 ,()'J.'.1 
1.()IX, 

l~UJtJ;;J 

(l .t)'Yc) 

Most of the information used for the agricultural model is based on the study: "Analysis of 

Productivity and Marketability lor Seven Basic Crops" (APMSC) jointly conducted by the 



"Secretaria de Agricultura y Recursos Hidraulicos" (SARH), "Fideicomisos Instituidos er 

; Relaci6n con la Agricultura, del Banco de Mexico" (FlRA) and the "Banco Nacional d, 

eredito Rural" (BANRURAL) 

The APMSC examines the farming o(rice, saffron, beans, corn, sorghum, soyabens, 

and wheat based on a survey of 1,260 agricultural production units for the 1990 

Spring/Summer growing season (March to September of 1990), and the 1990-1991 

AutumnlWinter growing season (October 1990 to February 1991). The sample was obtained 

from regions which together represent at least 80% of total production . 

Each crop survey's information was classified according to two basic characteristics that 

indicate the producer's technological level: the use of irrigated or dry land, and the use or 

lack of credit. Consequently, the agricultural model divides producers of each of the seven 

basic crops into four categories: 

I. Producers with irrigated lands who receive credit : (IR,CR) 

2. Producers with irrigated lands who do not receive credit: (lR, WC) 

3. Producers with dry lands who receive credit: (DR,CR) 

4. Producers with dry lands who do not receive credit: (DR,WC) 

(where IR = irrigated, DR = dIY, CR = with credit, and WC = wi thout credit) 

The relative weight of each type of production in each activity is presented in the following 
table : 



CORN 
SORGHUM 
WHEAT 
DRY BEANS 
SOYBEANS 
RICE 
SAFFRON 

TABLE 8 
COMPOSITION OF LAND HARVESTED 
Irrigated liTigated Dry land Dry land 

with credit without credit with credit without credit 
6% 11% X% 75 1% 

15% 28% 21% 16'% 

79'% 21% O'X. WYO 
61yo 9% 17% 6X'Yo 

711% 11'XJ ~% 11% 

180/:1 3% 29% 50% 

10% 6% 17'X. 67(% 

S~)Urc~ . SARli. liRA aml BANRt JRAL survey. 

TOTAL 

100%. 

IOU'X. 
I ()(V% 

100% 

101% 

100% 

100% 

The expansion of the basic crops into four categories expands the agricultural model into 

thirty-one activities (see Table 9). 

I) Corn (lR.CR) 

2) Corn 0 R. WC) 
3) Corn (DR.CR) 

4) Corn (DR.WC) 

5) Sor~hulll (IR.CR) 

6) Sorghuill (l R. We) 
7) Sorghuill (DR.CR) 
8) Sorghum (DR. WC) 

9) Wheat (IR.CR) 

10) Wheal (IR.WC) 
II) Dry Beans (lR.CR) 

12) Dry B"'"15 (lR.We) 
13) Dry Beans (DR.CR) 

14) Dry Bcans (DR. WC) 
15) Rice (IR.CR) 
16) Rice (lR. WC) 

17) Rice (DR.CR) 

18) Rice (DR,WC) 

TABLE 9 
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

19) Soybeans (IR.CR) 
20) Soybeans OR.WC) 

21) Soybcans (DR.CR) 

22) Soybcans (DR. WC) 

23) Saffron (IR.CR) 

H) Saffron OR.WC) 
25) Saffron (DR.CR) 

26) Saffron (DR.WC) 

27) BSe: Barkl'. sesamc and collon 

28) SUG: sugar cane. coffce. tobacco. cocoa and hcmp 

29) CAT: callic and livestock 

30) FOR: forestry and fishing 

31) OTH: othcr activitics 
, 

The model assumes that production occurs in two stages. I n the first stage, the 

representative production unit produces a composite intermediary good M; using various 



. -. inputs. ' In the second, the production unit produces the good i using land T;, capital K; 

Labor Land materials M . . . .. 

We assume that M. is produced by a Cobb-Douglas technology, for which its unit 
• 

cost function is a Cobb-Douglas function of vector P = (PI" 'P ) of intermediary goods 
" 

prices: C,Jp) = P, Sil p, S;2 .. p"S;n, where S;j is the share of intermediate good j in the total cost 

of the intermediate goods used in the production of good i. 

In the second stage we assume that output Yi is produced by a CES technology, for which its 

unit cost function is a CES function of the wage rate w, the rental price of capital r, the 

rent of the relevant type of land Rhl (were h = IR or DR; and I = CR or WC) and the price 

of the composite intermediary good C.,,(p) i.e., c;(w,r,Rhl,p) = Ci(w, r, Rhl, CiM(P)). 

From the Shephard-Samuelson relationships, the input demand per a unit of production, IS 

obtained by differentiating ci with respect to the corresponding price : ail . for labor, a;, for 

capital and a;hl for land. 

The parameters of the Cobb Douglas unit cost function for materials for each activity (the 

seven basic crop plus the other five) is obtained directly from the Mexican 1980 Input-

Output Matrix. 



Given that our information is based on cross-section data from 1990 and 1991 a direct 

estimation of unit cost functions was not possible. In its place, we estimate aCES 

production functions for all these activities and once we obtain the CES parameters, we use 

them to construct a CES unit cost function . Thus the unit cost function for each di vision of 

the seven crops were estimated indirectly. The cost structure of the seven crops subdivided 

according to their various technologies appear in Appendix I. 

The model assumes constant returns to scale and perfect competition, i.e.: price is equal to 

average and marginal cost. 

(I) p. = c.(w,r;,R" ,p) 
" , 

All of the agricultural products are tradable, therefore their domestic prices are 

internationally determined given the tariff (';). Domestic price (p.) is equal to world prices , 

(pW.) plus price distortion : p = (I + , .)pw . . 
I I I I 

Labor and capital demand and capital in sector i are given, respectively as : 

(2) a.l(w,r;,R,I,p)y. = L; 
I. I I I 

(3) a;IJw,r;,Rhl,p)y; = K; ; 

where au is the demand for factor j per a unit of output in industry i, and Yi represents output 

in sector i. 

Demand for each type of land in sector i is given by 



(6) aiDRt'I«w,ri,Rhl,P)i = TiDRCK; 

(7) aiDRWC(W,ri,Rhl,P)i = TiDI<WC; 

The equilibrium condition for labor and capital markets are given respectively as: 

(8) LA = L
i
_ , " L

i
; 

(9) KA = L
i
•

I
" K

i
; 

where L, and K, are the sector's share oflabor and capital. [n equilibrium this quantities 

must be equal to the combined demand of the 31 activities (n=31). 

The equilibrium conditions for the markets for each type of land are given as: 

Where T "«,I< , TII<lvc, TIJI<cl< and TIlI<lvc are the endowments of each type of land that are 

available for the combined demands of the 3 I activities. 

The model can be solved to find production levels, given the values of the exogenous 

variables: Pi' Tu<u" Tu(\\,(' , Tlll<n<, Tlll<wc, L A and K". The values for L , and K " are obtained 

from the results of the economy-wide model. There are thirty-one agricultural activities and 

all of the goods are tradable . Therefore, equations (I) to (3) represent 93 (3Ix3) equations 



with 99 unknowns (w, r, RhJ, Yi, Li, Y Ki). Equations (4) and (5) represent a total of 14 

(7x2) equations and fourte{!n unknowns. Equation (6) represents six equations and six 

unknowns, and equation (7) represent eleven equations and eleven unknowns. Equations 

(8) to (13) represent six equations and they do not have any unknowns. Therefore, we have 

130 equations and 130 unknowns . This means that, given the exogenous variables, the 

model can be solved. 

Free trade is represented as a reduction In domestic pnces, caused by the elimination of 

"tariffs" (d istortions) 

V.RESULTS 

The models described distinguish two different ways in which trade liberalization 

affects agriculture. The first is trough the reallocation of resources between sectors : the 

model finds that trade liberalization results in a 2.4% increase in the capital stock devoted to 

agriculture. The second way in which trade liberalization affects the agriculture sector is 

trough the reallocation of those resources among 31 agricultural activities . 

Table 10 shows the returns to production factors for the steady state (the year 2008) under 

two scenarios: without and with trade liberalization and Table I I shows agriculture GDP 

for twelve agricultural sectors'. 

4 Appendix II shows the dcscgrcgntioll ofagricuiturc GOP into thirty olle activities. 



! -" TABLE 10 
RETURNS TO PRODUCTION FACTORS 

(I 990= 100) 

~ !! (B-A)/A 
Without Free With Free % 

Trade T .... de 
Wage Rate 1110.1111 XO.64 ~1l}.4% 

Rental Price of Capital 1011.00 107.83 7.8% 

Rent of Irrigated land with credit 100.00 54 .99 -45 .11% 
Rent of Irrigated land without credit toO.OO 70.51 ~29 . )IXj 

Rent of Dry land with credit 100.00 M .2X ~ J) . 7% 
Rent of Dry land without credit 100.00 H·t 1)1) ~ 1 5,()IX. 

TABLE II 
GDP AT WORLD PRICES 

(Millions of 1980 Pesos) 
~ !! (B-Al/A 

Without F"ee T"ade With Free Trade % 
Corn 10. 129.57 8.659.X6 ~1"L51%. 

Sor~hulll 5.585.36 3.451.(,1 ~JX . 17IXI 

Wheat 4.272.41 2.152.(, I ~4l} . 621% 

Dry Beans 3.095. 7~ 1.825,(, I -~ 1.0:V% 
Soybeans 6XU7 714.112 4.JJ'% 
Rice 521.n 4511 .27 -I ~ . () :VX. 

SaITron 70.118 IOXA5 54.761% 
Bsc 319A 5l}6.X5 X6 .K71X. 

Sug 861.84 2.1196.46 143 .25% 
Cat 8.786.02 12.71111.18 44 .550/0 
For 2.312.76 1.33 1.16 44.03% 
Oth 1.1158.74 5.195.74 76 .401% 

A~riculturc 39.70U.OC. 41.485.112 4.~II(Ylj 

Among all the agricultural activities corn is of major importance due to ils social impact. 

Table II shows that value added in corn production decreases 14 .5%. Since it is one of the 

most protected crops. one would have expected its value added to decline more sharply. 

This moderate reduction is probably due to the fact that corn is the most important crop and 

a ve,y labor intensive activity (see Appendix I) . 



As we previously explained, workers will try to leave agricultural activities with or without 

trade liberalization, and employment in agriculture will be the same under both scenarios. 

If we liberalize corn, other things being equal, this will tend to reduce employment in this 

activity, since it is such protected and labor intensive crop. Given that only a limited number 

of workers can leave agriculture (tor reasons discussed earlier), the only way to restore full 

employment in agriculture i, by reducing real wages. But since corn uses 19% of total 

agricultural employment, the reduction in wages needed to restore equilibrium will be large 

This reduction stimulates employment in all the sector bUl especially in the more labor 

intensive activities, including corn. This explains why the elimination of tariffs does not 

reduce value added in corn activities by more than 14 .5%. 

The overall weltlue etlects on agriculture of trade liberalizati on can be divided into : a) a 

production gain and b) a consumption gain5 The production gain consists in a 4 .5% increase 

in agricultural GOP measured at world prices. The consumption gain can be calculated 

assuming Cobb-Douglas preterences. Ttrade liberalization reduce the cost of li ving by 3.59 

percent, while 3.36 percent of domestic expenditure is returned to the mexican economy as 

tarifl' revenue. Thus, the consumption gain frolll lrade liberalization is about 0.23 percent" . 

This is very small compared to the production gains . 

.s If we consider truns[cr payments. we call assume th;ll the <llIlOlIllI of subsidies CO I1I;lincd ill pri ce supports 
will be replaced bY:I lump Stlill transfers (PROCAMPO). The nel cffcct of the change jll lhc trallsfer system 
is zero. This aSStllllCS Ih:!l the price disloniolls inlhc agricultural sector tlrc mainly due to subsidies. Ir there 
arc other sources of distortions which the government docs Ilot pa~' s directly (like <l\lolas). then PROCAMPO 
willllOI flllly compensate producers for the loss of incollle. 
6 See Young Romero (I~~~). pages lll-ll}. 



" 

Therefore the total gains from trade liberalization for the agricultural sector will be 4.7%; c 

consumption gain of 0.2% plus a production gain of 4.5%. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We can conclude that trade liberalization has favorable dynamic consequences for 

improving welfare in the agricultural sector. The application of this policy carries with it a 

potential improvement of 4.7% of thi s sector's welfare compared to that of no trade 

liberalization . However, as could be expected, benefits are not distributed uniformly among 

factors of production. 

The rental pnce of capital increases by 7.8%. Rents for all types of land decrease, but 

especially for those used by producers either with irrigation or credit, wich serves as an 

indication that the richest agricultural landowners are the main beneficiaries of the current 

levels of protection. 

Workers will also experiment a loss of income. Their real wages are reduced by 14 .3%. 

This reduction in wages will take place in an already complex situation in which many rural 

workers already require food and other relief programs. 

The agricultural sector in Mexico currently employs 26.8% of the labor force, and 

produces only 6.8% of GOI) See Table 12 . 



TABLE 12 
SHARE OF AGRICULTURE IN TOTAL GOP AND IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN 

MEXICO AND USA 
(1990 Values) 

MEXrCO USA 
GDP EMPLOYMENT GDP EMPLOYMENT 

6.8% 26.8% 2.0% 2.8% ... ~ " " .,' .. . . . . ", " S~1Urcl;. INI.{JI. SLsh.:ll1.1ll~ CII.:l1l.L!:i N,\!;; llllI.Ik'S dc ~1':XL"ll . 

Soure.:: Surw;.' II!'ClIm:nl Busill ... 'SS u.s. [)~' p:U1!l\""1l1 (If CllIllJllcrc~. t\lay. 199) 
Source: 1 .. .1tmr SI .. l i~tics Al1Illial. inl ... ·nlational ()llil'C Orl~1hllr. G.:n':\,:I. 11)1)2. 

The share of agricultu re in tota l employment decl ined only 7.6% between 1970 and 1990 

(see Table 3). This sma ll reduction over such a long period is surprising. considering the 

large disparity in wages among sectors (see Table 5) . The average agricultural wage is only 

22% of that of construction and only 6% of that in the oi l sector. The low skill level of the 

agricultural labor force reduces the possibilities for employment outside agriculture. and 

forces agricultural worker~ to live in extreme poveny. Next to emigration. only 

construction and services are alternatives for this type of labor (see Table 3) . 

POveJ1y in rural Mexico is not caused by inefficiencies in the agricultural sector . Trade 

liberalization makes agriculture more etlicient. increases agricultural output. This gain in 

efficiency, however, harms rural workers . 

We could retain the benetits of trade liberalization and mitigate it s adverse consequences on 

workers by complementing trade liberalization in agriculture with a temporary program 

aimed at increasing labor income, without relying on price distortions . This could be 



achieved by an employment program of public works in rural areas, providing desperatel) 

needed intt-astructure, such as irrigation, roads, schools, hospitals, housing etc . Such a 

program could temporarily increase wages if expenditures are large enough'. 

Poverty in rural Mexico is a consequence, among other things, of the lack of labor mobility. 

To fight this problem, the country's rural labor force must be trained so that it can find 

permanent employment in non-agricultural activities. The need to facilitate labor mobility 

can be illustrated with a simple exercise. Assuming that the agricultw"al sector will continue 

generating 6.8% of the GOP (estimations indicate that thi s percentage will be lower in the 

future), and assuming that Mexican agricultural labor is on ly half as productive as in the 

United States, one concludes that the Mexican agricultural sector cannot etliciently employ 

more than 19% of the total labor force.' The excess of workers must look for etlicient 

employment elsewhere. This calls for extensive educational programs that will help people 

in rural areas to tind a job outside agriculture (not necessary in urban areas) . 

1 A. Casco and Romero J. (ll)l)() has calcuilltcd thai ir Mc;-.;ico spends 1 . .+(% of' 10lal GOP in public works ill 

ural areas this wi ll increase real wage b!' 121X, ror 7.-+ million workers. Also E. Da\'il:L Lc\"y S. and Cal,"a 
L.L. (1995) htl\'c rccomend public work in rural areas as ;J way to Jiglll pQ\ ·crl~ . 

& This figure is obtained dividing 5 .. 61% (\\\'o limes the participation of Ihe United Slaies agricultural sector 
in tOlal emploYlIlent) iuto 2.lV% (coJltribu tion of the United Slates agricultural sector in 10lal GOP) and thcn 
multiplying thc quoticnt by 6.XCXI (contribution of the Mexican agricultural sector ill the total GOP). I f we 
aSSlime the saille productivity as the United Siaies thi s figure is reduced by halve. 
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APPENDIX I 
COST STRUCTURE OF THE SEVEN BASIC CROPS 

In Tables 9 to 12 we present the cost structure of each of the four technologies for 

each one of the seven basic crops (source: SARH, FIRA, and BANRURAL survey.). 

TABLE AI.I 
IRRIGA TED CROPS WITH CREDIT 

(Cost Structure) 
CORN SORGHUM WHEAT DRY SOYBEANS RICE SAFFRON 

BEANS 
Lubor 24% 19% 19% .13% 11%1 29% .1.1'Yt, 
Cupital 1(1'% 24'1., 20% I (lU,'i, 51'% 2K'X. 20°111 

Inputs 25% !(l'XI 21% 1 (1'10, -l% 17%. 21 'x, 
LmuJ .15'% 22'X, 2()'X, .1S'X, 1..t'V., 2M!', 27'Y., 

TABLE A 1.2 
IRRIGATED CROPS WITHOUT CREDIT 

(Cost Structure) 
CORN SORGHUM WHEAT DRY SOYBEANS RICE SAFFRON 

BEANS 
Ulbor .15%, 40% 45% 5(JlY., .ll%, .17%, 4K% • 

Cupital \(,% x'y" l)'X, XIX, ,10%. 22%, ()'Y:. 

Inputs l)'JI,j 1.1'% 29% 12%, 2{I'Yt, MI., 24'X, 

umd 41W ... JIYX, 17'Y., .'1 I'!!', 2()% .15%, 2X'X, 

TABLE Al.3 
DRY LAND CROPS WITH CREDIT 

(Cost Structure) 
CORN SORGHUM DRY BEANS SOYBEANS RICE SAFFRON 

Labor 2 XI}';, 5.1% 47%, 40'X. .1.1% 21%, 

Cnpitu\ 27'X, 12% 12'y., I)'X, 22'1., 25%, 
I.nputs 19% 21% lX'X, I.)'X, 27% 21 'X, 

Land 2M·'i, 15'% 2.1% 42'JI!, !,)'x, .H'l'll 

TABLE AI.4 
DRY LAND CROPS WITHOUT CREDIT 

(Cost Structure) 
CORN SORGHUM DRY BEANS SOYBEANS RtCE SAFFRON 

L1bor ...jCI'y,. 51)'!!" 4 .1'X, 4(1'Y" 45'X, 4')'!/', 

Capilnl 1 X'X, 2'% I JI!/" 1% 4% 1)1)1" 

Inputs IJ%, 15% 17'Yo 1.1% 12% 1 (J'X, 

Land 23'% 24% 271V" 4()'X, :W'y" JI% 



APPENDIX II 

TABLE All.! 
GOP AT WORLD PRICES 

g (lR.CR) 

(l.iIill~ of 1980 Pesos 
:;)/; - .'. ;:'/<' (S·AVA , 

' :>: ':i":': ' ", % "': 
404.56 62~.~4 )) .71% 

ICORN (lR.WC) 6X4 46 I 066 .0] :\:\. 7 )'X, 

CORN (DR.CR) 617.2 552.5 : ·I II.4X% 
CORN (DR.WC) R 4 '11, 6.411.] ·2] .X9% 

11M (IR.CR) D8. 17 526.(, ~ )) .74% 

ISORGHUM (IR.We) 2.285.86 1.272.X9 ·44 .] 1% 

JJM (DR.CR) 1.1 7 1.J1(, 4)6.11) ·(,1 .116% 
l~nRr.~IIM (DR. WC) 1.7911 .2' I l'iX.II .> ·,ll .IIX% 

I ' 

IW~ ""T (IR.CR) 1.951.97 1.(,)1 .)) ·)X . II,% 

IWHEAT OR.WC) 1211.41 4'!') ,IJ(, 5) .75% 

IDRY RFANS (IR.CR) DO.79 211.1 . 1,~ :i5 .72% 
IDRY R". ,,'s (IR. WC) 25 :> .11 I 191.n ,. 'JIl'Y., 

IDRY R"AN< (DR.CR) 2611.22 274.X.1 ).1>1% 
lORY RFAN~ (DR.WC) 2.451.7(, 955.1 ·(>1 .114% 

ISOYBEANS (IR.CR) D-I .2(, 5211 .111 55N,% 
ISOYBEANS ( IR.WC) I XII.-I: XI . I. .:i:i .II-1% 

ISOYBEANS (DR.CR) n2X 5<)117 :2'i1l7':;" 
~VY "tANS (DR.WC) X6 .}<) 51 .5 · lX .II(,% 

IRICE (IR.CR) 2l7. 1 ') IIUX ·:i1.7-1'Yo, 

IRICE OR.WC) -III . I ry I XN) ::i1:12 % 
IRICE (DR.CR) :i2.('') XI.% :i:i . :i(,'X, 

IRICE (DR.WC) 1'H.7: 21) . I· 21 .1X% 

ISAFFRON ( IR. CR) 11 .:i2 17.n :i:i . :i "x, 
ISAFFRQN OR.We) 15 .X2 2-1.(,1 5) .72'X, 

ISAFFRON (DR.CR) (' .27 9.77 :i:i .XII% 
ISAFFRON (DR.WC) 1(,.-1' :i1,.11 )1.')2'1., 

IIlSC 119.-111 )%.X ) X( .. X7% 

Isue X(>I .8-1 2.11%.-1(; 141 2)% 

ICAT X.7X1l .1I2 12.71111 .1 X 44 .:i:i% 

IFOR 2.112 .76 1.DI.I(, 4~O]':;" 

10TH ].05X.7-1 5.19:i.7-1 76.-I1I'Y" 

IA2ricu liurc 39,71111.115 -II 00< n> -1.511% 
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